
Stretch your IT infrastructure further

To paraphrase the real estate industry, getting the longest life out of your existing infrastructure starts with the three P’s - plan, plan, plan.

Executive summary

As IT costs mount up and the pressure to deploy the latest and greatest 
becomes more urgent, you can throw everything out to start again if your 
shareholders don’t mind the hit, or you can take careful stock of what you 
already have and make sure it’s working at top performance.

When it comes to maximising your IT investment,  be ready for anything. Account for and 

age-identify everything in your IT asset base, find out the replacement-versus-repair cost, 

and you’ll know which is the most cost effective way to get back up to speed whether 

it’s tomorrow or a year from now.

 Get accounts involved too – equipment depreciation will help determine the point at 

which components aren’t worth the plastic and metal they’re wrapped in. 

 Don’t overlook the performance improvements you can get by replacing individual parts 

of your infrastructure en masse rather than deploying new systems.

 For example, you might have adequate disk space but old network cards that can’t keep 

up with the bus speeds of new data delivery.

 Replacing only the network cards might make all the difference at a fraction of the price 

of buying new computers – especially if you’re talking about a large data centre.

 Of course, the maintenance cost of opening dozens or hundreds of computers to replace 

components might be prohibitive compared to installing new machines, but that’s where the 

planning described above will make the decision easy when it arises.

 A good example is moving to solid-state drive/Flash- based memory. Thanks to increased 

sales of laptops and the explosion of consumer tablets, the SSD in consumer markets 

increased from around 10m in 2010 to over 130m this year.

 The SSD is even becoming more popular in data centres, where the price is coming 

down. It’s still higher per gigabyte than HDD technology, but you save money on space 

because of the higher capacity as well as a host of other support services like cooling.

Keep it clean

 But look deeper than replacing parts. Everyday steps you can take with existing 

infrastructure can extend its life.

 Large datasets that move across disks and networks often make disks work that much 

harder to retrieve files and load them into working memory.

 Such delays are all-but invisible on standalone PC systems, but extrapolate them up to 

the scale of a server room rack or a data centre and you’re talking about measurable delays 

in performance.

 Defragmenting disks to clear out the clutter or temporary or cache files can free up space 

and better compartmentalise data to make it easier and faster to work with.
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 And don’t forget frequent manual cleanups. If you don’t have a formal versioning control 

system you can end up with countless copies of the same file, and without a set archiving 

procedure, idle data that doesn’t need to be there can just lay around choking up networks 

and storage space.

 As long ago as 2011, a survey said 1,000 PC users were replacing computers an 

average of every 4.5 years because of slow speed. But any computer engineer will tell 

you how slow a system can become because of a disk overstuffed with superfluous 

programs and data you don’t use.

Out to pasture

 Just because an old system is worthless from a cost or accounts perspective doesn’t 

mean it’s time to throw it out or send it to the recycler.

 If you don’t have a dedicated backup function, old PC towers networked together can 

form your own private cloud environment for data that isn’t performance- or speed-critical.

 If you do back data up with an external service, deploying your own might be a good 

proving ground for seeing what the cloud can do for you and solve two problems at once.

 Old systems can be attached to critical workstations for jerry-rigged Network Attached 

Storage (NAS) builds or rotated out to posts (conference rooms, reception) where they 

don’t have to perform like mission critical processing systems.

 Old, beaten up boxes can also be hidden in cabinets and connected to new monitors 

or keyboards wirelessly.

Pay as you go maintenance

 Another issue that will come up is whether to engage a maintenance provider on an 

ongoing basis or rely on manufacturer’s warranties.

 Third party maintenance might mean ongoing costs that can include prepaid engineering/

help desk hours or even a locked-in contract, but again – do your planning.

 It might seem more expensive up front, but what if something critical breaks down and the 

manufacturer’s terms give them days (or longer) to turn repairs around?

 Even if there’s a next day repair clause the small print might say ‘next business’ day, and 

we all know how these things always happen last thing on a Friday.

 Maybe the loss of business thanks to the downtime will be far more damaging to your 

finances and the goodwill in your brand. n 
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